
Matt Flamenbaum, Webmaster 

 

Hello SOMA, my name is Matt Flamenbaum and I am your national 

Webmaster for the year of 2013.  I am currently a second year student at 

Rowan School of Osteopathic Medicine (Formerly UMDNJ-SOM) as well as 

President of the SOMA Chapter there.  I am a self-described techie, and oddly 

even to me find working with technology and computer systems to be oddly 

refreshing after a long day of medical studies.  My responsibilities as 

Webmaster include updating information on the website, creating current 

news items for the main page, and assisting other SOMA leaders in making 

sure that their sections of the website are as well designed and updated as 

possible.   

In my year of tenure as Webmaster, there are a few things that I 

absolutely aim to have completed.  Firstly will be a complete redesign of the 

site.  SOMA’s website is now functional, but not the most beautiful site on the 

web.  My goal for the redesign will be a faster, prettier, and better organized 

site that will allow for meaningful interaction between SOMA members.  

Secondly, I want to increase Facebook and other social media integration 

within the site.  Specifically, rather than a slow-moving national news site I envision a rolling Facebook 

feed from all the chapters around the nation feeding the front page of StudentDO.com, in addition to 

our usual news items.  My final goal for our website redesign is something that should be the goal of 

every webmaster and designer: I promise that any new site redesign will operate as rapidly, smoothly, 

and be as aesthetically pleasing as it is possible for me to make it.   

To you the chapter leader, consider me an assistant your online outreach efforts.  I can assist 

with advising how to manage a Facebook page, recruit “likes,” and how to stay digitally connected with 

both the National goings-on of SOMA as well as other resources on our website.  Once the website has 

undergone its long-needed redesign, I will be able to help your chapter connect online with other 

chapters, as well as announce your activities to the rest of the National SOMA network and the world! 

 

I look forward to meeting all of you and helping out wherever possible in the coming year. 

 See you all soon! 

- Matt 
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